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BEFORE

STARTING



Businesses spend more than $ 300 billion each year on corporate travel, about 20% of which is flight 
tickets. Airline companies account for more than 12% of business travelers globally (* Source: PwC) 
and this lays the foundation for a large economy. In this context, business travelers constitute an 
important segment of tourism and the economies of global brands from chain hotels to large 
vehicle fleets are also integrated with business travel. According to a new study by the New York 
Times, business travel accounts for almost 70% of the revenues of large hotels such as Marriott 
International or Hilton.

The coronavirus epidemic we experienced has closely affected many sectors, along with the travel 
industry. In many countries of the world, practices that encourage isolation and prevent the spread 
of the epidemic, such as travel bans, quarantine, working from home, have been implemented. 
Although limited travel mobility begins during the normalization process, concerns remain about 
the possibility of a second and third wave. It would not be wrong to say that the concerns of many 
travelers who travel for personal and business or educational purposes will continue to be seen in 
the travel and tourism sector where the human contribution is highest. Business travels will also be 
organized in a more planned framework, will transform and enter the process of recovery.

According to a study by Oxford Economics on the return on investment of US business travel, for 
every dollar invested in business travel, companies make a profit of $ 12.50. Accordingly, how will 
the world reinterpret the existing income model and corporate travel ecosystem?
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The concerns of those who travel for whatever purpose will be the hallmark of travel and tourism 
during the COVID-19 era. Controlled travel, risk management, getting closer to being digital and 
using technology will open a new page in travel policies.

The social and economic benefits offered by tourism will start a brand new journey towards 
sustainable recovery for both individuals and all countries. Being able to read the future, to produce 
benefit-oriented strategies, to keep up with the online world, by making this improvement with the 
right steps, will ensure the return of business travels in a more meaningful and profitable way.

With this report, we'll help you understand what travelers think and feel, while also providing 
supportive information in planning the future of business travel.
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HOW THE BEHAVIOR OF

THOSE WHO TRAVEL IN

TURKEY WERE AFFECTED

BY CORONAVIRUS?



Mobility in the tourism sector started with a set of practices and guidelines. The World Travel & 
Tourism Council has implemented 'Safe Travel' verification to highlight organizations that follow 
standardized health and hygiene protocols worldwide. This verification, which is supported by the 
United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), includes hotels, tour operators, airlines, 
restaurants, outdoor and historical sites. Turkey also got involved in this implementation that was 
announced on May 27, 2020. HES code, travel permit, PCR test and various hygiene controls were 
included in the tourism measures that started with the Safe Tourism Certificate. Changes in the 
travel industry because of the coronavirus outbreak in Turkey manifested itself not only in sectoral 
restrictions and slowdown in mobility, but also by revealing different trends in consumer behavior. 

The desire for traveling and exploring has increased like never before even there are 
postponements of vacation or business travel plans, ticket or hotel cancellations. In addition to this, 
interest in adapting to the new era, focusing on isolated holiday alternatives and travel needs have 
also increased.
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*Source: Google

During the period of home isolation, the number of searches on the internet for "virtual museums" 
increased by 40% in the second quarter of the year due to coronavirus. The number of searches for 
‘HES Code’ exceeded 1 million in May.  The number of searches for ‘villa’ increased by 101% compared 
to last year, the number of searches for ‘bungalow’ increased by 42%, for ‘chalet’ and ‘vineyard 
house’ by 85%, for ‘caravan’  by 71%, ‘boat rental’ by 64% compared to 2019.

Isolated Accommodation Has Become Prominent

The number of searches for ‘places to go nearby’ has increased among the people who travel in 
Turkey. The search on the internet for ‘places to go nearby Istanbul’ was more popular than ever 
especially. While Ayvalık, Şile, Çatalca and Ağva are both easy to access and economical, there 
was a trend towards alternatives for isolated accommodation in these regions.

Search for “Nearby Istanbul” is on the Rise
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Air travel was not the first choice during the pandemic period for a safer travel.  Travelers, who look 
for safer and more hygienic alternatives for traveling, have their personal vehicles as their first 
transportation preferences while car rental and transfer services also became prominent among 
the needs of travelers.

Options of Traveling by Own Car or Car Rental are Among the Common Preferences

Being safe came first for travel plans. Risk management was among the most demanded 
necessities in this situation. Coronavirus certified hotels, PCR test applications, coronavirus 
updated information were among the priorities for travelers.

The Relationship Between Risk Management and Being Safe Has Gained Importance

*Source: Google
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DATA ON

COVID-19 AND

BEYOND IN

GLOBAL TRAVEL



Although traveling needs a little more time to return to what it was before COVID-19 in general, ‘travel again’ 
efforts gained momentum around the world. To catch up with the new norm of business travel and help 
companies make travel as safe and comfortable as possible, SAP Concur conducted a survey of nearly 
5,000 business travelers in 23 different markets. According to the research, business travelers, who are 
excited about the return of business travel, are looking for solutions to ensure their safety. Accordingly, new 
travel rules and our new normals will affect our business travels considerably.
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“Excited” ranked secondan (32%) among 
business travelers when askes about feelings 
on a return to travel.

52% expect a reduces number of deals or 
contracts that require in-person interactions to 
be signed.

97% expect new norms on the road, including 
wearing facemasks (54%) and enforced social 
distancing (47%).

92% expect nagative business sonsequences 
as a result of not being able to travel.

Because of these changes, 45% of travelers now 
say the trip itself is the most stressful stage of 
business travel.

46% say traveler safety information is the most 
important feature in a mobile business travel 
app.

The most popular training is on how to protect 
healt and safety while travelling (54%).

96% think safety measures  need to be in place 
before they return to the road.

94% say company- provided training would be 
helpful before resuming travel.

*Source: SAP Concur
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The United Nations World Tourism Organization imposed travel restrictions on all of the global destinations for 
the first time in the second quarter of 2020. This was the first time that international tourism was almost 
completely suspended for a while. After these restrictions on domestic and foreign tourism, mobility has started 
gradually. However, there are still some restrictions and implementations for flexibility in international travel.

Tourism is a great source of income and employment for both developed and developing countries. From this 
point of view, the effects of the pandemic will inevitably create global economic consequences. On a sectoral 
basis, tourism is both one of the fastest growing economic sectors and an important driving force for economic 
growth. The loss in tourism, which is one of the sectors most affected by the COVID-19 outbreak, is between 850 
million and 1.1 billion, according to the United Nations World Tourism Organization estimation (UN WTO).

As of April 2020, the airline industry (IATA) has dropped 80% in the number of flights. It revealed that airlines 
are expected to lose $ 84.3 billion in 2020 within the framework of the global air transport industry of IATA 
compared to the same period in 2019. Again, according to the IATA assessment, the number of passengers 
will not reach 2019 levels until 2023 and 2024.
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Indicator
INT. Tourist Arrivals

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun YTD

%18 -%92 -%94 -%99 -%98 -%97 -%84

%2 %1 -%71 -%97 -%95 -%82 -%64

%4 -%8 -%83 -%90 -%84 -%71

%9 %12 -%34 -%79 -%74 -%75 -%41

-%1 %1 -%64 -%100 -%100 -%98 -%72

%16 %4 -%68 -%99 -%99 -%96 -%75

%1 -%16 -%64 -%97 -%96 -%93 -%65

%0 -%1 -%50 -%96 -%96 -%95 -%60

%7 %4 -%54 -%63

%2 -%43 -%76 -%100 -%100 -%100 -%66
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100 to 120 million
direct tourism jobs at risk
(UNWTO)

Loss of
US$ 910 billion to US$1.2 trillion 
in exports from tourism- international visitors’ spending.
(UNWTO)

Loss of
1.5% to 2.8% of global gdp
(UNCTAD)
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“Based on the latest data from the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), UN 
Secretary-General Antonio Guterres states that nearly 100 million tourism jobs are at risk, and 
a decline in export revenues from tourism could reduce global GDP. He also adds that the 
tourism sector should be benefit-oriented, generate income and ensure the preservation of 
cultural heritage by rebuilding it in a safe, equitable and climate-friendly manner.”

According to the surveys of more than 2,000 The Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) members, 44% 
of them are planning business travel within the United States within the next two to three months.
*Source: BBC

*Source: Globetrender

The Recovery Impact of COVID-19 on
The Aviation Industry
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Capacity Changes Year-On-Year By Region %80
Reduction in capacity by the end of April on a daily basic compared to 2019 

US Domestic

%76 reduction

Intra-European

%89 reduction

China Domestic

%75
reduction

Feb

%18
reduction

May

€7.9 Trillion
Contribution to global GDP from travel and tourism indursty

Before COVID-19 outbreak

%6.6 Compound annual 
growth rate of 
passenger traffic over 
the past 10 years 

-%52.9

After COVID-19 outbreak

Drop in total 
passenger traffic as 
of March 2020 
compared to a year 
ago
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What Will Happen To The Fleet If Taffic Returns In 2021?

If %80 growth No surplus

If %60 growth 430 surplus jets

If %40 growth 3,340 surplus jets

If %60 growth
6,250 surplus jets

GLOBAL FLEET STORY

Start of 2020

Fleet highlights

Now (in service by end of May)

Single-aisle aircraft 
being tracked in-real 
time

Twin-aisle aircraft 
being tracked in 
real-time: 

In-service 
fleet 2020

23,710 9,056

14,000 4,560

4,000 835

In-service 
fleet 2020

Parked fleet %6 global 
fleet                

%59 global 
fleet

*Source: Globetrender
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According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization, there are five priorities in the reconstruction of tourism.

1. Balancing socio-economic impacts on livelihoods, increasing women's employment and      
      maintaining economic security.
2. To ensure economic diversification and encouragement of SMEs
3. To realize digital transformation in tourism.
4. To realize digital transformation in tourism.
5. Providing leadership.
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*Source: Headout

%70
%61

%52
%50

%32
%15

Travel Reopening- Continent Split

Africa

Europe

Asia

Oceania

North America

South America

Greece, Vietnam, Denmark, China, Croatia, Egypt, Bulgaria, 
Portugal, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which are among 
the world's most popular tourism destinations, have reopened 
their doors to all landmarks and tourist attractions in their 
countries. Europe, Oceania and Africa are leading the way in 
easing isolation and reopening tourist attractions, leaving 
North and South America behind. Italy, which is one of the 
countries most affected by the epidemic, opened its borders to 
EU, UK, Andorra and Monaco citizens on June 3, following the 
nationwide bans that took effect on March 9. On June 15, 
Germany lifted border restrictions for passengers from the EU, 
Switzerland and Norway.
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Travel Reopening- Continent Split

%32

%70

%15

%61

%51

%50

*Source: Headout
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50% of countries around the 
had an indication of 
improvement by opening up 
to domestic passengers. 
People, who want to travel, 
preferred nearby locations, 
weekend discovery routes 
and short trips. Domestic 
mobility has increased while 
31% of countries worldwide 
allowing foreign tourists from 
other countries.

Selected leisure and 
tourism activities are open 
for domestic travellers

International travellers 
allowed from a few 
countries

All leisure and tourism 
activities are closed

Reopened for tourists form 
all countries

Tourism Statistics Based on Reduced Restrictions and Destinations that is Reopened

%47

%34

%12

%7

*Source: Headout
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According to the answers of 
nearly 6,000 people to the 
question of how long do you 
expect to wait for the next trip 
after the travel restrictions are 
lifted, the situation is as 
follows:

Most of the travelers that were 
surveyed are planning to 
travel shortly after the 
restrictions are lifted.

*Source: Amadeus

Three-fourths of global travelers say that they will travel within three months after the restrictions are 
lifted.

Immediately

1 to 3 months after restrictions
are lifted

3 to 6 months after restrictions
are lifted

More than 6  months after
restrictions are lifted 

%37

%10

%19

%34
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*Source: Amadeus

Baby Boomers while more cautious about when they initiate their next trips, are the most financially optimistic. This 
generation is the most likely to say they will have the same or more travel budget with the majority of respondents (%68) 
saying they expect to have the same budget. 

By contrast, Generations Z and Y are split on expectations about their travel financial means. They are among the least 
likely of all traveler afe groups to tell us they expect to have the same travel budget (36% and 43% respectively). Gen Z and Y 
also the largest groups of respondents to believe they will have less budget available for travel, although nearly another 
quarter of these generations (24% and 23%) say they expect to have more travel budget.

Generation X Travelers in out study are solidly in the middle of these two group extremes. The majority of this age group 
(55%) maintain same travel budget expectations, with just 15% of them stating they expect to have more avaible for future 
travel.

I expect to have more budget for leisure travel

I expect to have about the same budget for leisure travel

I expect to have less budget available for leisure travel

I expect to have very little budget available for leisure travel

I’m not sure how much if I will be have any budget available for
leisure travel

Baby Boomers

Gen X

Gen Y

Gen Z
%0 %10 %20 %30 %40 %50 %60 %70 %80 %90 %100
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There are some articles that will be crucial for 
global travelers, both for individual trips and 
business trips.

Leisure Travel:  % 64
Leisure & Business Travel: % 36

%36

%64

PRIMARY TRIP PURPOSE:

Leisure

Bleisure

*Source: Amadeus
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AIR

Safety & security  measures
Presence of mask
Widely available vaccaine
Transparet refund policy
Enforcement of social 
distancing

RAIL

Enhanced cleaning techniques
Safety & security measures
Stricter hygine practices
Enforcement of social distancing 
Presence of mask

CAR

Enhanced cleaning techniques
Safety & security measures
Stricter hygine practices
Enforcement of social 
distancing 
More economical options

INSURANCE

Comprehensive covarage
Transparet refund policy
Medical assistance 
eligibility
More economical options
Clarity around restrictions

HOTEL

Enhanced cleaning 
techniques
Stricter hygine practices
Safety & security measures
Presence of mask
Widely avaible vaccine

TRAVEL AGENT

Keeping travelers well informed
Support and honesty
Highly responsive, able to 
contact anywhere, anytime, 
Safety & security
Advice & expertise 

*Source: Amadeus
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*Source: Amadeus

The majority of our global respondents (38%) say they are comfortable flying and will continue to do so, with 
nearly a quarter more (23%) who say they are most comfortable with flying now and will continue to take to the 
skies.
The third largest set of participants (27%) tell us they are less comfortable with air travel, but they will still continue to 
fly.  We observe a similar trend in our data for hotel stays and car rental – the majority o travelers (%40) say they feel 
the same level of comfort with hotel stays, followed by an equal split of respondents (15% each) who either say they 
are more comfortable or less comfortable with their upcoming hotel stays, but will continue to do so.

For car rental and sharing, the majority of our survey respondents (37%) also say there are comfortable 
continuing this mode of transit, with a smaller group (17%) who say they are more comfortable renting and / or 
sharing cars.

About a third of our survey (32%) tell us they are comfortable traveling by train and will continue to do so.
While almost 10% say they are more comfortable with rail journeys now. 1 in 5 leisure goers say while they are less 
comdortable with traditional rail options, they will continue to use trains.
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Considering the global data and foresight, the focus of the business travel ecosystem is currently on the safety of 
employees and how to plan business travels. Additionally, saving on business travel and using digital tools can be 
included in this focus.

97% of business travelers expect a "new normal" for business travel, and some new behaviors are expected 
to continue even after the COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.
*Source: SAP Concur
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So it is said that global instruction for shaping business travel is more or less ready. Business travel will develop 
gradually and enter a new era. Professionally organized, careful and thought-out business travel will take the lead. In 
the long run, it will benefit both employees and employers and it will provide a better return on investment to both 
employees and companies.

With the help of domestic travel, it is clear that the diversity of alternative transportation such as car rental, private jet 
rental, train travels and transfer services will increase their share in business travel mobility. Besides, the standard will 
maintain its current level in the controlled movement of business travelers.

*Source: SAP Concur

% 54 expect to wear 
facemasks during travel

% 42 think they’ll take 
up contactless greetings 

% 41 predict 
temperature screenings 

will be routine

%47 foresee 
travel-enfored social 

distancing
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While online applications provide convenience to travelers in many countries around the world, they once again 
showed their significance during the COVID-19 era. During the pandemic period, when cancellations of transportation 
and accommodation were experienced, cancellation and postponement processes created a big problem for travelers. 
It has become prominent for global travel to resolve such transactions, which are a material and moral weary process, 
with integrated services that can be contacted 24/7.

With the resumption of business travel, employee safety will be crucial. Having to repatriate an employee is always 
possible during COVID-19. Mastering global procedures and managing logistics mobility quickly will become one of the 
competences of global tourism agencies

In China and South Korea, major local automotive and construction trade fairs hosted more than 40,000 exhibitors in 
late April 2020, when positive COVID-19 cases were less than 50 for a day in each country. The Hunan Auto Show, which 
opened on April 30, attracted nearly 60,000 exhibitors.

Safety is the priority of passengers while traveling. Approximately 2 out of 5 (38%) say their health and safety is 
their top priority when traveling for work. 40% of business travelers consider mandatory personal health 
screenings as critical. More than 90% state that company training will be beneficial and it is important to have 
information about how to protect their health and safety, especially while traveling.
*Source: SAP Concur

According to the survey of the Global Business Travel Association, the preference of companies for domestic 
travel will be car rental.
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WHY IS

BEING DIGITAL

SO IMPORTANT?



During the quarantine when we were isolated at home, almost all of our lives were shaped by an online world. We 
carried out our shopping, meetings, holidays, socializing in a virtual world. During the pandemic period, we understood 
the importance of this virtual world that makes communication uninterrupted and makes the distant closer. While 
many individuals, from young to old, continue their lives from phones, computers and tablets, we were able to 
understand more clearly the benefits of technology applications to our lives. This shows us that digitalization has 
increased its importance more than ever, and our adaptation to online life will be much faster, especially with the 
digitally equipped, adventurous and future-oriented generation Z.

Generation Z, which exists in business life, has less concerns about returning to work and traveling after the pandemic 
than other generations. The point highlighted in the article published in Globetrender and emphasized in the virtual 
conference of FlightPlan by behavioral scientist RorySutherland states exactly this view: "Traveling for Generation Z is a 
need and not a privilege according to the information that  I have obtained from my children."

Generation Z will continue to be one of the most significant groups for the post-coronavirus tourism industry. 
Generation Z, which constitutes 32% of the global population today, has a purchasing power of $ 143 billion in the USA 
alone. In the post-pandemic normalization process, especially for the generation Z, who will face variable job security 
and less disposable income compared to the previous generations, digitalization in business travel and price policies 
are also valuable in this respect.
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Online Booking
Applications
Researches show that travelers who create global interactions expect technology to offer them a new experience 
and discoveries. Travelers want to discover activities in real-time and make reservations easily and fast while 
traveling. Online booking applications, which are a priority digitalization for business travel, include pre-planned 
events, saving on travel, obtaining information and tickets for different experiences, pre-arranged transfer and 
vehicle services, alternative route suggestions and travel related issues from weather conditions to risky events, so 
these applications easily send the information to the user's side. Therefore, travel processes become faster, more 
economical and privileged. Online booking applications which transform business trips into a travel and experience 
plan that saves the hotel room, reduce costs with the right solutions to travel more, and inform about the risks that 
may occur before and during the journey, will become the assistant of business travelers.
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The Force, that is Direction Indicator and
Helpful for Decision Making, of Content
More than 75% of those who plan to travel do their research online. Researching for price and comments is 
predominant on Google and online travel agencies. On the other hand, mobile phones are used more than 
computers and tablets in research. For information about travels in Turkey, 85% of users are watching online 
videos and YouTube is the main source of choice for 71% of these users. This shows that the content has a 
guiding position and directly affects the travel processes. All kinds of content that benefit, influence, inspire and 
make life easier will increase its value. This will gain importance as another topic that can be realized with 
digitalization.

*Source: Google

Recent studies such as Global Digital and Adobe Consumer Content Survey show that consumers spend 
an average of 8 or more hours per day with digital content.
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Contactless
Technologies
Another thing that added to our lives as a new habit was lack of contact. During the pandemic process, 
purchases were made with contactless cards and leave at the door options. The increasing number of 
similar applications is an indication that it will be preffered to be contactless after 2020. These processes that 
concern business can be considered travel within this scope. It is very valuable to make flight ticket 
reservations or cancellations, hotel reservations, car rental transactions, visa applications on a single mobile 
application without leaving home. This makes business travel processes easier, faster and more economical. 
The contactless world, where business travelers can collect information, get the service they need, and stay 
only online while doing all this, will make travel more accessible while saving on purchasing processes. With 
the lack of contact, which is among our new normals, travelers will focus more on online applications, while 
application developers will focus on interface improvements and work to respond quickly to user needs.
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BUSINESS TRAVELERS AND

CHANGE OF BUSINESS TRAVEL

IN NEW NORMAL



Fair, congress, meetings and many other events require business travel to increase customer portfolio-brand 
awareness. Business travel is not only important for tourism in this respect, it is also the most significant need of 
brands that want to grow and universalize their business from international companies to holdings, from SMEs 
to startups. Instead of looking out of the company framework and consider the employee side, it can be seen 
that business travel is also in an important position. The concept of business travel all over the world, or business 
travel as it is known, is a trillion dollar industry. The United States and China are the world's largest business travel 
spending countries.
 
Americans make more than 405 million international business trips annually. This means that around 1.1 million 
people travel for work in the United States every day. While New York City ranks first in all business travel data of 
the United States, Shanghai ranks first in China. Accordingly, it is clearly seen that company employees play an 
active, decisive and visionary role in business travels.
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It was obvious that working remotely was coming soon, and with the era of working from home, some 
companies have transformed their business processes into a remote working system with full or hybrid 
models. Nationwide has switched to a 98% remote working and is permanently working on this transition. 
Twitter and Facebook are committed to allowing their employees to work remotely "forever". The concept of 
the digital nomad, which is told for employees who work anywhere they can find the internet without being 
connected to the office, also who explore and travel for business purposes, has already emerged as one of 
the working models of the new era before the COVID-19 process. In this working method, individuals can 
pursue their business life as freelance or full-time company employees; They can spend their time to gain 
much more competence.

Most office workers do not consider spending five days a week at work after the COVID-19 crisis is over. 
According to a survey conducted by the British Council for Offices, the pandemic can change their working 
patterns permanently, and in the future, white-collar workers may adopt a hybrid working model, partly 
working in the office and partly remotely.

What Kind of Changes do Business Trips have in Employee Frame During the
Pandemic Period When Many Companies Have Switched to Home Working Model?

Being Digital Nomad and Working Remotely
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Half of the staff of Facebook, which is one of the most popular social networks in the world, will 
switch to a home working system in the next 5 to 10 years. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg 
announced the new changes in a live broadcast that his company's 48,000 full-time 
employees attended on May 21. At first, Facebook allowed most employees to work from home 
by the end of the year.

It has budgeted at least $ 4 billion for costs related to COVID-19. This expense includes higher 
salaries for staff and more safety gear such as face masks.
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Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey sent an email to the company's 4,900 employees on May 12 saying that even after 
the coronavirus outbreak, many will be allowed to work permanently from home.

Slack, which is the most used communication application for business processes worldwide, 
said they do not plan when they return to the office may happen.
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The computer giant, which is known for its flexible working rules, said that more than half of its 
employees plan to work remotely continuously until the epidemic is over.

The Seattle-based online real estate service said it will allow employees to work from home by 
the end of 2020 and possibly beyond.
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It is obvious that a digital transformation will begin in business travel processes and travel solutions will be 
needed more than ever, after the statements of the global brands listed above. With the transition of many 
major brands to the "remote working" system, Airbnb has also made innovations in their work. Planning to 
take advantage of the "Digital Nomad" trend, the company's CEO Brian Chesky stated that professionals 
would not only want to work from home, but would want to "work from any home".

Being Employee Anywhere in the World
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Some destinations, which were heavily affected by the loss of tourism income, have implemented efforts to 
open their doors to digital nomads. Barbados, for example, allows visitors to work on the island on a 12-month 
visa, allowing them to combine their careers with the Caribbean climate. "Barbados has the fastest fiber 
internet and mobile services in the Caribbean and the working environment in Barbados with a range of 
flexible office spaces will get you done" said Sunil Chatrani, president of Joint Stock Company of Barbados 
Tourism Marketing.

Antigua and Barbuda, Estonia and Georgia offer employees who want to take advantage of the digital 
nomad visa to work in the country. Thus, critical processes such as expanding their networks in the 
international market, creating new markets for their affiliated companies and expanding their customer 
network will be carried out more effectively. Because even though online meetings are held, the persuasive 
communication of face-to-face meetings remains in the first place.

Visa of Digital Nomad

The "Future of Business Travel" research, prepared by Globetrender together with Business Traveler 
magazine and sponsored by American Express Global Business Travel, was conducted on more than 2,000 
business travelers. Despite the increase in video calling, the majority still prefer face-to-face meetings, 
according to this research. More than three-quarters of respondents say they would prefer to work 
remotely for sales and sales pitches, while 60% of respondents say most deals and decisions cannot be 
made virtually.
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WHAT TRENDS AND

APPROACHES WILL TAKE PLACE IN

THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS TRIPS?



As time changes, so do the human being and our habits, perspective for the world, desires and goals also change. Our 
travel needs are in constant motion, just like everything else. What we want to explore and our desire to experience 
different experiences is directly related to our changing time and perspective, and in this day and age where travel is 
accessible, experiencing the world also means making a difference in our world.

Digitalization, which is one of the requirements of the age of technology, has made us realize what is happening in the 
world while keeping the furthest geographical region close to us. Both technology and the COVID-19 epidemic that we 
experienced in 2020 brought us side by side with online applications and the virtual world like never before. This has 
shown that digitality will increase its importance in this age and beyond, and it will also bring an increased sense of 
responsibility among the masses. Following the pandemic in which we are locked in our homes, travel restrictions and 
health is the primary concern, the need to travel and explore with new people and new places with a stronger emotion 
will be the need for us to establish a much closer bond. This situation will bring some innovations both for our personal 
travel purposes and business travels. In fact, this perception, which has been appealing to a more niche audience in 
the changing travel perception of the world, will soon be a framework that shapes business travels.
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It would not be wrong to call the age of the pandemic that we live in as the age of social distancing. In this process, we 
found ourselves taking a break in nature more. We needed wide and open spaces more than ever. Eating well, feeling 
good, and freedom further increased their value. It made us feel good to live in nature, especially camping with high 
comfort like glamping camping. Looking at the world in general, large caravan companies have reached record 
bookings with an increase of 650% during this period. This shows us that travelers play an important role in 
balancing the ecosystem and contributing to the build of nature. Metropolitan cities started a new era in their 
perspectives on urbanization to contribute to this construction. Copenhagen, for example, is already building an 
archipelago of artificial islands accessible by swimming, canoeing or boat, which can be used for picnics and fishing
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The world has been in a simultaneous change with more privileged routes in tourism, more aware tourists, 
individuals who can understand the difference between "looking and seeing" for a long time. The tourism 
destinations of the world have been dealing with the negativities of the period before this consciousness was 
formed for a while. Concepts such as 'extreme tourism', 'ecotourism', 'sustainable tourism', which we come 
across as a concept of tourism today, will change the industry and our perspective on travel in 2020.

It is Time for Awareness for Business Travels

According to a study by MMGY, which is one of the world's largest marketing experts in the travel industry, 
60% of American travelers say climate change concerns will lead to creating new routes in the next 5 to 10 
years. The percentage of global travelers who want to play a role in reducing excessive tourism is 54%.
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In this context, it is obvious that business travels cannot remain the same. The business trips of companies for 
increasing their potential customers, for making global brand awareness visible, for establishing new 
partnerships and collaborations will also aim to instill a new vision in working travelers. Companies will 
provide not only to 'sales', 'profitability', 'customer', but also to provide their employees with cultural 
experience, thus bringing the company vision to a global level and making employee loyalty a stronger 
position through visionary business travels. Accordingly, it seems inevitable that the following concepts will 
become prominent in business travels in 2020 and in the coming years.

It has been found that daily carbon emissions in the EU have dropped by 58% since the COVID-19 was 
emerged. This shows that recycling and green tourism will have a greater place in our lives.
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Starting with Italy and continuing with the most visited countries of the world, the concept of extreme tourism 
focuses on alternative routes and seasonal timing to protect the environment and reveal the conscious 
traveler. The overcrowding which is brought by popularity is a concept that needs to be prevented as it will 
interfere with the lifestyle of the local people and cause permanent changes in their lives. Vacation lovers 
who want to be isolated before the pandemic period, when we prefer more isolated vacations, do not prefer 
crowded destinations against ‘extreme tourism’,  they were making plans to explore different routes. After the 
COVID-19 period, overcrowded destinations seem to be replaced by different routes and alternative visit 
periods.

1- Extreme Tourism:

Sustainable tourism is a concept that has been studied for a long time in Turkey as well as in the whole world. 
In sustainable tourism, which is based on respect for nature, environment and cultural heritage, traveler 
satisfaction is also within the same sustainability. We can clearly say that greener, more sustainable business 
travel awaits us in the coming years. Emphasizing a very crucial point for the images of the companies, 
sustainable tourism will take place as a determining task in the corporate identities of the sectors other than 
tourism.

2- Sustainable Tourism: 
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According to the Cape Town Declaration published in 2020, responsible tourism is described as promoting 
respect among tourists and hosts. Responsible tourists, who admire diversity and adopt responsible tourism 
that contributes to the protection of natural and cultural heritage, establish more meaningful connections 
with local people and enjoy pleasant experiences by better understanding cultural, social and environmental 
issues. This shows us that business travelers will have profiles that can grasp not only ‘business orientation’ 
but also ‘cultural differences’

3- Responsible Traveler: 

Ecotourism, which is shaped by the criteria set for a sustainable world and environment for the first time at 
the 1992 Rio Environment Summit, adopts a goal to benefit tourists and direct them to unspoiled 
environmental travel routes, and also ensures the socio-economic participation of the local population. 
Ecotourism, which is a tourism trend sensitive to natural areas, is also seen as a sustainable development tool 
with this feature. Accordingly, the planning of business travel routes within the framework of ecotourism is 
expected to be one of the features of new business travels.

4- Ecotourism:
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Geotourism, as a definition introduced by National Geographic Traveler, focuses on the 'sense of the world'. 
Geotourism aims to introduce the earth to tourists by showing geological and geomorphological formations. 
Geotourism, one of the nature-friendly tourism trends, supports sustainable local development in this 
respect and occupies an important position. For 'bleisure' travels that have a special privilege in countries 
which have geotourism areas such as Turkey, geotourism will be a purpose that makes its name.

5- Geotourism: 

Voluntary tourism, which is a form of travel based on voluntary participation in projects that return to society, 
enables a holiday without any financial gain in return for work. In other words, helping for a work means taking 
a vacation in return for that work. Sometimes this is a farm job, sometimes it is about education or the 
environment. While creating a travel program based on social responsibility, business travelers who make 
business trips will actually show a great value that institutions will inherit in the future.

6- Voluntary Tourism: 
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Companies transform their identities into a more rooted legacy that is passed from generation to generation, 
instead of expressing "vision" and "mission" in a plain text. The applications we use today, the brands we 
prefer, are not our choice by chance. The ties we have established with them, the characteristics we feel 
close to, the policies they portray as their worldview, their investment in human resources and technologies 
are just some of the reasons why they are preferred. They were able to put forward all these things with this 
identity they created for themselves. From this point of view, it seems that sectoral business travel will slightly 
change the classic business travel perception. Working travelers will make their business trips as visionaries 
who will form exactly this identity, and with their experiences, the knowledge they have learned and the 
cultures they have acquired, they will put a brick in that legacy that will be carried to the next generation for 
their companies.

Living Experiences That Are Precious and Collecting Lasting Memories

The ratio of travelers who prefer experiences such as enjoying the scenery and stopping by road stops is 
61%. 62% of travelers think that transportation is part of the experience. The preference rate for an 
authentic train passenger is 64%. The rate of travelers who want to taste local flavors is 71%.
*Source: taken from Booking.com's survey of 22,000 people.
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It is expected that the demand for private jet transfers to rental yachts, caravans and camping areas for 
isolated and boutique hotels will gradually increase for business trips. The trend towards alternatives such as 
hotels with lake, mountain, sea view and villas and boats means the preparation of new packages for travel 
companies in the process where experience-oriented, safe-hygienic-more isolated accommodation and 
transportation needs will continue. The services and solutions to be put forward by the tourism companies, 
which include their plans to invest in business travels with a proactive approach, will allow companies to 
determine their travel policies as well as enable employees to travel more comfortably.

Packages That Go Out of Bounds in Business Travels
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Instant access to information on travel has now become a rule. Tourism companies that keep up to date and 
keep up with the global age will become a guide in business trips. The most important formula for this is to be 
able to manage risk from A to Z. So why risk management, which is more important than ever for business 
trips, will be the most effective item of the next process? How will your risk department and your passengers 
know that they've booked a trip to a risky destination? How will they be informed if there are travel risks they 
should be aware of when traveling? Does your risk department have a platform that allows them to contact 
multiple passengers at the same time to ask if they need assistance?

Risk management, which will be the assurance of both company employees and companies during business 
trips, will keep employees and companies safe with uninterrupted communication before and after travel, even 
during travel. Risk management, which can protect the psychological, economic and physical belonging of the 
whole company and minimize the risk possibilities, will directly affect the processes such as transportation, 
accommodation and transfer of business travels. This will make pre-planned travels more preferable.

Risk Management and Communication Orientation

80% of global travelers expect a travel agent to contact them at least once before or during their trip. 2/3 of 
global travelers say COVID-19 measures by travel suppliers or agencies for planes, hotels, trains and cars 
are important for them to know before they check-in for their travels
*Source: Amadeus
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DISCOVER HIS TRAVEL'S

APPLICATIONS THAT MAKE

BUSINESS TRAVEL PROCESSES

EASIER DURING COVID-19 ERA



The online business travel platform HISgo helps you save time and money on 
business travel. With a world-class user experience and 24/7 support, you can 
reach the services you need such as flight and hotel reservations, transfer 
and car rental transactions, meeting and event organizations, billing and 
reporting with a single click.

Click to discover HISgo.
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HIS Travel Risk Management Application

HIS Mobile Messenger automatically notifies you of up-to-date information 
about the city and country you are going to, changes in your flight plan and 
all risk factors that may affect your travel, from a change of gate to warning 
to delays and cancellations, from COVID-19 current status information to 
periodic reporting.

During the pandemic period, HIS Travel's travel solutions experienced intensity 
within the framework of flight, accommodation, security and health needs. While 
our PCR test application received approximately 1,000 requests in a short period of 
one month, there was an increase in vehicle and private jet rental demands. While 
ensuring continuous information and consultation for students studying abroad, 
business-education-tourist purposes and abroad, many of our citizens who want 
to return home as opposed to many foreign workers and tourists who live in Turkey 
in the request for assistance to return home showed a large increase.

HIS MOBILE MESSENGER 
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With HIS Travel Risk Management, be aware of critical details that may affect your business trip 
and your risk exposure rate in advance. Communicate 24/7 in all possible risks and 
emergencies, especially in COVID-19, and ensure your safety where you are with immediate 
intervention. Organize a safe travel plan by solving your questions such as "Is there a risk in the 
country where I am traveling?", or "The country I am in is not safe for me, I have to go back!" and 
concerns with risk management.

Click to explore risk management.

RISK MANAGEMENT
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You can have the PCR test, which is now a necessity in travel 
processes, for an individual or your employees with the HIS Travel 
assurance and the cooperation of Memorial and Medipol Health 
Group, you can reach the test results in Istanbul and Ankara within 
24 hours

FOR TRAVEL
CR
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With Turkey's first online visa application which is called ‘BizVize’, you can 
secure your health by taking out health insurance, which covers COVID-19, for 
overseas during your travels abroad.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR COVID-19
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THE RESULT
Although the COVID-19 vaccine, on which the studies are ongoing, has not yet become actively widespread, 
continues to affect business and other travel processes, research shows that companies and employees want to 
start business travel gradually within the framework of safety and hygiene standards. Business trips, the ability to 
book online, implementing travel policies by companies and employees, reliable airline and hotel collaborations, 
COVID-19 health measures, easy and economical car rental, PCR testing, risk management, alternative vacation and 
business-oriented new work and travel routes will speed up decision making in business travel processes.

Traveling again will begin by emphasizing the need for companies to organize from a new perspective. Old rules 
will be replaced by new habits and changing perspectives. Discovering the niches of travel, seeing needs, 
recognizing and meeting demands, being reliable in health and safety services, segmenting target audiences, 
being proactive and predicting, creating travel policies suitable for everyone, making the most of technology and 
online applications, analyzing social media behaviors, being able to produce valuable content, having an expert 
staff in the field, communicating 24/7, mentoring working travelers will be among the indispensable methods of 
tourism companies in the future business travel processes.
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